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About Hook + Gaff
Hook + Gaff Watch Company was founded out of necessity.

In the field or on the water, the watches we wore felt too clunky. Aesthetically, they weren’t nice enough 
for a night on the town. The lighter styles we tried could not withstand the abuse of our offshore fishing 
trips. Outdoorsmen and gentlemen are often one and the same, but no watch was suited to our rugged yet 
refined lifestyle.

We took it upon ourselves to forge something strong enough for our adventures, yet designed with a classic 
look. Hand-assembled by expert watchmakers in the Carolinas, each Hook + Gaff watch is manufactured 
to be reliable in the most adverse conditions. Utilizing durable materials like scratch-resistant sapphire and 
lightweight titanium, we have created an adventure-proof watch that will keep you on course through all of 
your outdoor pursuits.

Our watches are built for the bold and the daring — those who lead the charge and chase down the 
horizon. We’ve proven that practical performance can look sharp. Now, we invite you to explore our range 
of durable, Southern-designed sport watches — and strap on a Hook + Gaff watch for your next adventure.
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Executive Bios
Michael Sims • Owner and Founder

In 2010, South Carolina native and Clemson University industrial 
engineering graduate Michael Sims set out to create a watch 
that could withstand the rigor of the great outdoors. His 
inspiration? From a young age, Sims has been exploring South 
Carolina’s natural beauty, both on the water as an  
avid fisherman and on the links, having been a member of 
Clemson’s 2003 NCAA Championship golf team.

As a result, Sims created his American-assembled Hook + Gaff 
watches out of necessity for those who enjoy life beyond walls 
– just like him. The mission was to combine durability and 
functionality with ultimate luxury to engineer the best watches 
for outdoor enthusiasts everywhere.

In his spare time, he began sketching watch designs, researching 
worldwide supply-chain options and collaborating with local and 
overseas watchmakers. Finally, after lots of thoughtful planning, 
Hook + Gaff Watch Company was established in 2014 and since 
then has been recognized as one of the leading luxury lines in outdoor sport watches. Each watch is carefully 
assembled with fine precision that delivers the promise of reliability, even in the most adverse conditions.

Sims currently resides in Lexington, S.C., with his wife and three children and continues to look for any 
excuse to be on the water or the golf course.

Gash Clayton  • Co-Owner and Creative Director

Gash Clayton, a self-taught artist and trained graphic designer, known for his wildlife and landscape oil 
paintings, operates as co-owner and Creative Director for Hook + Gaff. Clayton and Sims have known each 
other since high school and college, growing up in the same hometown of Spartanburg, S.C.  When owner 
Michael Sims founded Hook + Gaff in 2014, he asked Clayton to help with the creative branding of the 
company. With Gash’s artistic eye, the Hook + Gaff logo was born, and the fateful phone call turned into a 
collaborative effort to launch and grow the business. Gash continues to expand the Hook + Gaff brand with 
original artwork for exclusive prints and apparel.  

Clayton currently lives with his wife and three kids in Greenville, S.C.

Michael Gash
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History
M I S S I O N  S T A T E M E N T : 

It is Hook + Gaff’s mission to manufacture the world’s ultimate sport watches by combining luxury design 
principles with extreme performance, durability and functionality, specifically for those who enjoy life outdoors.  

V I S I O N : 
To become the world’s leading manufacturer of luxury sport watches for those who enjoy the sporting life. 

Michael Sims set out to find a watch that could withstand the 
rigors of the great outdoors with strong functionality; a top-
quality watch built around a quartz movement, but with a left-
side crown that wouldn’t get in the way of outdoor adventures; 
a watch that he could wear out on the boat or on the links, yet 
versatile enough to wear every day, and night. 

When his search came up empty-handed, he saw a gap in the 
industry, and an idea was sparked. That was the beginning 
of a three-year journey during which Sims researched the ins 
and outs of the watch industry, and how to fulfill the need for 
outdoor enthusiasts like him.

Sims commissioned several watchmakers to build 
prototypes. After completion, the watch was tested for about 
nine months, and Sims sought feedback from peers and 
professionals in the fishing industry. With positive feedback 
mounting, the team decided to commission a Swiss 
watchmaker to produce 300 Original Sportfisher watches, 
and the first batch of Hook + Gaff watches were born.
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Sims partnered with childhood friend and designer, Gash 
Clayton, to help with the creation of the Hook + Gaff logo. In 
the same year, the first 300 Original Sportfisher watches were 
completed, and what was once a vision for Sims became 
a reality. The Original Sportfisher watches were quartz with 
sapphire glass crystal, left-side crown placement, titanium 
casing, screw-down crown and were watertight to 100m. 

Hook + Gaff officially launched at the Southeastern Wildlife 
Exposition (SEWE) in Charleston, S.C., in February. By 
Christmas of that year, all 300 Original Sportfisher watches 
were sold. Once they realized they were on to something, 
Sims and Clayton came together and decided to take their 
“watch-making game” to the next level, collaborating with 
two local watchmakers to source their own components and 
perform assembly here in the Carolinas.

The following February, Hook + Gaff debuted its Sportfisher 
II watch, an update to the Original Sportfisher, at SEWE 
in Charleston, S.C. The new Sportfisher II was offered in 
a Classic time/date model and the popular Moonphase 
model, with updates including a custom crown and case 
back, raised applied hour indices, custom hands, and 
increased watertightness to 200m. In addition, Hook + Gaff 
launched its first luxury watch in the high-end category, 
The Fleetmaster, a mechanical timepiece housing a highly 
sought-after Swiss ETA 2836 automatic movement, modified 
for GMT function.  
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In 2017, Hook + Gaff introduced four new watches to the 
line, including the Sportfisher Black (white and black dial), 
Sportfisher 3 (female watch) and the National Championship 
Watch, as well as new performance tees, hats and stickers.

Hook + Gaff introduced its new golf watch in March 2018. 
The logo, dial design and strap options took months to 
develop and finesse to ensure the product line will fit 
perfectly with the Sportfisher collection. The golf watch gives 
Hook + Gaff the opportunity to penetrate the lucrative private 
club market. In November 2018, Hook + Gaff launched the 
King Tide watch. Purposefully designed for functionality and 
comfort, the King Tide is a necessity for any coastal angler. 
The watch has an analog tide indicator that allows you to set 
it to the tide in your specific location. 
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Hook + Gaff  
Watch Company 

Products
Hook + Gaff watches are designed to be stronger, 
sturdier and far more superior to other quartz movement 
watches on the market. Professional guides and anglers 
have been the true test of Hook + Gaff watches, proving 
they can handle the rugged lifestyle of the outdoorsman. 
Hook + Gaff offers exclusive designs including the Golf 
series and Sportfisher collection which is available 
in multiple designs: Sportfisher Black, King Tide, 
Sportfisher II Classic and Sportfisher II MP (Moonphase).

Each Hook + Gaff watch features a left side crown 
orientation and is made from scratch-resistant sapphire, 
high-grade titanium and anti-reflective crystal to ensure 
that, even in the worst conditions, the watch performs  
at its best. Unlike most watches on the market,  
Hook + Gaff watches have a unique crown orientation 
on the left side of the case to minimize wrist and hand 
irritation for those who live an active lifestyle. Scratch-
resistant sapphire allows the watch face to look new and 
remain durable even after being blasted with sand and 
salt, and knocked around in the outdoors. High-grade 
titanium provides a lightweight body with strength and 
durability. Titanium is a poor heat conductor, meaning 
that even on the hottest of days the watch will remain 
cool. Anti-reflecting crystal keeps the face of the watch 
scratchproof and does not glare, allowing the fisherman 
to be able to clearly see at all times of the day. 
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Sportfisher II Classic
Built with rugged durability and a classic design, the Sportfisher II takes 
functional comfort to the next level. To minimize wrist irritation, the crown 
is placed on the left side of the watch face — a feature that’s entirely 
unique to Hook + Gaff watches.

The Sportfisher II watch houses a highly sought-after custom Swiss quartz 
movement, as well as Swiss Super-Luminova™ illumination technology. 
This lights the watch hands and hour markers, with no additional battery 
needed to charge it — the Super-Luminova™ gains power from light, 
both natural sunlight and artificial indoor light. Plus, its titanium case is 
corrosion- and water-resistant, as well as being a poor conductor of heat 
— making it ideal for those brutal days in the sun and on the water.

This watch was intentionally made to endure any adventure. It’s a 
necessity for any angler who values comfort and functionality, and it’s 
ready for whatever is thrown its way.

Specifications include:

•   Custom 41mm solid high-grade titanium screw-down case

•   Anti-reflective, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal

•   Swiss Super-Luminova™ hands and hour markers

•   Water-resistant to 200m/660ft

•   Left-side crown placement

•   Available in a silver, black or blue dial
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Specifications include:

•   Custom 41mm solid high-grade titanium screw down case

•   Anti-reflective, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal 

•   Swiss Super-Luminova™ hands and hour markers

•   Water-resistant to 200m/660ft

•   Left-side crown placement

•   Available in a silver, black or blue dial

Sportfisher II Moonphase
Like to keep an eye on the skies? Humans have turned to the moon for 
thousands of years, but tracking has never been more effective or sophisticated 
than it is with the Sportfisher II Moonphase watch. The lunar cycle, or the time 
it takes to get from a new moon (when it’s not visible) to a full moon and back 
again, takes roughly 29.53 days. The Sportfisher II Moonphase watch reflects 
what phase the moon is in as it’s seen in the sky.

Besides being a nod to tradition, the Sportfisher II Moonphase watch is a 
durable sport watch built for functional comfort. To minimize wrist irritation, the 
crown is placed on the left side of the case. Plus, its titanium case is corrosion- 
and water-resistant, as well as being a poor conductor of heat — making it ideal 
for those brutal days in the sun and on the water.

The Sportfisher II Moonphase watch houses a custom Swiss quartz movement 
with moon phase and date functions. It also features Swiss Super-Luminova™ 
illumination technology, which lights the watch hands and hour markers. No 
additional battery is needed to charge the Super-Luminova™ — it gains power 
from light, both natural sunlight and artificial indoor light. This feature is ideal for 
those days spent out on the water just a little too long for one last cast.
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Specifications include:

•   Custom 41mm solid titanium screw-down case 

•   Anti-reflective, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal  

•   Hour markers and hands utilize tritium tubes, 24-hour perpetual glow mb-microtec technology  

•   Water-tight to 200m/660ft   

•   Swiss quartz-movement  

•   Left-side crown orientation for supreme comfort in an active lifestyle

•   Available with a white or black dial

Sportfisher Black
Designed with hardcore anglers in mind, the Sportfisher Black is built to be the 
ultimate sport watch during all hours of the day and night. The Sportfisher Black 
utilizes H3 technology to provide 24-hour illumination of the dial’s hour markers 
and hands — meaning that anglers can head out before dawn and don’t have 
to stop adventuring when the sun sets.

The trigalight® glass tubes manufactured by mb-microtec in Switzerland create 
luminosity that leads the way during offshore pursuits at any time of day. As 
any angler knows, comfort is key. That’s why Hook + Gaff intentionally placed 
the crown on the left side of the dial, minimizing wrist irritation when you’re 
reeling in reds or scoping birds from a blind. The left-side crown placement is 
unique — in fact, Hook + Gaff is the only watch out there that’s taken this step 
to improve wrist comfort. And not only is this performance-driven watch a force 
that can withstand the harsh elements included on a day in the water, but its 
black-on-black design offers a sleek, clean look.
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King Tide
Designed specifically for the coastal angler, the King Tide is unlike digital tide 
watches with limited pre-programmed locations. The King Tide’s analog tide 
function offers the ability to set the indicator to the tide cycle in a specific 
location. For those whose day is dictated by ebb and flow, this feature is a 
game changer. 

The King Tide also utilizes H3 technology, like the Sportfisher Black. 
This watch uses trigalight® glass tubes manufactured by mb-microtec 
in Switzerland (and has the dial marking to prove it). It’s a sophisticated 
technology that creates 24-hour illumination of the dial’s hour markers and 
hands — perfect for the angler who rises before the sun and who doesn’t stop 
after it goes down! This durable sport watch is not only a necessity for the 
inshore angler, but a classic piece suited for any occasion.

Specifications include:

• Custom 41mm titanium screw-down case

• Analog tide function allows you to set the indicator to the tide cycle in your location

• Anti-reflective, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal

• Hour markers and hands utilize tritium tubes, 24-hour perpetual glow mb-microtec technology

• Water-tight to 200m/660 ft.

• Swiss-made ISA quartz movement

• Left-side crown orientation for supreme comfort in an active lifestyle

• Available with a gray, blue or white dial
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Sportfisher 3
Everyday elegance meets rugged durability in the Sportfisher 3. Designed with 
adventurous women in mind, this watch delivers a time-tested, performance-
proven functionality that can keep up with any excursion.

With a smaller face and band than the other Hook + Gaff watches, the 
Sportfisher 3 looks sleek and feminine for daily wear but has all of the same 
features to fit the needs of outdoor pursuits. Comfort is at the forefront of the 
Sportfisher 3, and Hook + Gaff’s signature left-side crown placement helps 
minimize wrist irritation.

Plus, it features Swiss Super-Luminova™ illumination technology, which lights 
the watch hands and hour markers. No additional battery is needed to charge 
the Super-Luminova™ — it gains power from light, both natural sunlight and 
artificial indoor light. It’s the watch women will reach for day after day, whether 
going out on the water or heading to the office.

Specifications include:

• Custom 36mm solid, high-grade titanium screw-down case

• Anti-reflective, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal

• Hands and hour markers utilize Swiss Super-Luminova™

• Water-tight to 200m/660ft 

• Swiss quartz movement

• Left-side crown placement

• Available in white dial only
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Golf Watch
The Golf Sport watch offers a durable build and classic look on and off the 
course. It also features Swiss Super-Luminova™ illumination technology, which 
lights the watch hands and hour markers. No additional battery is needed to 
charge the Super-Luminova™ — it gains power from light, both natural sunlight 
and artificial indoor light. This feature is ideal for those long days when you hole 
out in the dark on your 18th hole.

Plus, the signature left-side crown placement helps keep a golfer’s wrist more 
comfortable as they swing, and the titanium case is a poor conductor of heat 
and won’t get too hot on those sweltering days. The case is also corrosion and 
water-resistant — which is perfect if the ball happens to land in the hazard …

This watch is prepared to take on the toughest conditions, and to look good 
doing it.

Competitive success in golf requires confidence, patience, skill and grit. 
Similarly, Hook + Gaff’s task of watchmaking requires the utmost in care and 
precision — and this is the winner right here. 

The Golf Collection is offered with a selection of straps and models for both 
men and women. Each dial and strap color combination has been curated by 
our designers.

Specifications include:

• Custom 41mm solid high-grade titanium screw down case

• Anti-reflective, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal

• Swiss Super-Luminova™ hands and hour markers

• Water-tight to 200m/660ft

• Left-side crown placement

• Available in white or blue dial 
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Fleetmaster
The Fleetmaster, our flagship automatic mechanical watch, features a 
customized and highly sought-after Swiss ETA 2836 automatic movement, 
modified by our watchmakers for adjustable GMT (dual-time) reading. With 
our Fleetmaster, we continue to uniquely machine the crown on the left side 
to avoid hand irritation for the active sportsman. This watch features a 316-L 
surgical stainless steel case and bracelet with anti-reflective sapphire crystal 
and date window at 4 o’clock. Hands and hour markers are illuminated by 
Swiss Super-Luminova. The crown screws down for watertightness tested  
to 200m/660ft.   

Specifications include:

• Custom-modified Swiss ETA 2836 Automatic Movement for dual-time reading

• 42mm Case Size

• 316-L Surgical Stainless Steel Case and Bracelet

• Anti-reflective, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal 

• Hands and hour markers utilize Swiss Super-Luminova® 

• Water-resistant to 200m/660ft

• Left-side crown placement

• The Fleetmaster is offered with the Stainless Steel bracelet or Genuine Alligator straps.
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Field Watch
Our Field Watch is designed for those who enjoy the outdoors.  If you love 
hunting, hiking, and fly fishing, this watch was designed for you.  In addition 
to a slightly thinner casing compared to our Sportfisher models, the field 
watch also continues our trend of our left-side crown orientation for supreme 
comfort.  We offer this watch with new interchangeable cordura straps in 
hunter orange and several earth-tone colors.  

Specifications include:

• Custom 41mm case 

• 316-L brushed surgical stainless steel screw-down case

• Anti-reflective, scratch-resistant sapphire crystal

• Swiss Super-Luminova™ hands and hour markers

• Water-tight to 200m/660 ft.

• Swiss quartz movement

• Left-side crown orientation for supreme comfort in an active lifestyle
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Hook + Gaff Straps
Cordura Strap − $25

Cordura is a registered trademark and patented woven nylon fabric. It 
is tough and durable and built to withstand the most adverse outdoor 
conditions. Lug and buckle are 22mm. 
 Available in Gray, Sand, Orange, Black, Navy, Olive.

Dive Strap − $50

Our dive straps are made from Italian rubber and feature a stainless steel, 
double-security clasp. The rubber is infused with vanilla, allowing the 
material to repel odors that life outdoors may throw  
your way. Salt and sand are no match for the high-quality rubber  
and steel, and straps are 22mm in width and 87mm in length.
Assorted colors available.

Hand-Stitched Leather Strap − $75

The vegetable-tanned, hand-stitched leather strap comes in tan, dark brown 
or black — the perfect strap to polish off any night-out attire. This genuine-
leather strap is compatible with all Sportfisher and Field models. Made with 
a satin nickel buckle, it is 22mm in size and has contrast stitching. 
Available in Tan, Dark Brown and Black.

Genuine Alligator Strap − $175

The strap for the Fleetmaster is every bit as special as the watch itself.  
The alligator strap is American made. It’s available in 22mm tan or black 
with matching stitching, and is polished off with a satin nickel buckle,  
20mm in size.

Woven Leather Strap - $75.00

Our newest woven leather watch straps are one-of-a-kind, combining the 
stylish look of woven straps with the sophistication of fine leather. They 
are a great way to accessorize your Original Sportfisher, Sportfisher 2, 
Sportfisher Black or Golf Watch with your wardrobe and they are  
easily interchangeable.
Available in Blue and White Stripes, Carolina Blue and Coral Stripes, Carolina Blue and  

Mint Stripes, Orange and White Stripes,  with Tan Hand-stiched Leather
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Gear + Apparel
Hook + Gaff offers a variety of gear and apparel created to accommodate the rugged nature of outdoor 
sportsmen. The line includes hats, visors, decals, T-shirts and performance tees. All gear displays the 
popular Hook + Gaff trademark, while the graphic T-shirts and performance wear also feature custom 
artwork created by Gash Clayton. Bringing style to functionality, the gear and apparel have become a staple 
for outdoor and water enthusiasts. With a relentless focus on quality, each piece is carefully designed 
to enhance life on the water and stand the test of time.


